Animal Medical Centre Referral Services
Thurnscoe Business Park, Barrowfield Road, Rotherham, S63 0BH

Tel : 01709 897 354
Fax: 01709 899 150

Car Parking
There is ample on-site parking at our Yorkshire premises. Please park within the marked bays.

Locating us by road
Coming from the A1 M
Leave the A1 M motorway at junction 37 and proceed onto the A635 towards Barnsley.
Continue along the A635 following the signs for Barnsley passing through Marr and into Hickleton.
Turn Right onto the B6411.
Continue down the hill past the golf course and petrol station on the right.
Turn LEFT into The Windings and LEFT again onto Barrowfield Road.
AMCRS is at the very end on the LEFT.!

Coming from the M1
Leave the motorway at junction 37 joining the A628 heading into Barnsley.
Follow the A628 Dodworth Road / West Way (becomes dual carriageway) to the A61 roundabout junction.
At this junction TURN RIGHT onto the A61 (A635) following the signs for towards Doncaster..
After a short distance on the A61, TURN LEFT onto the A635, again following the signs for Doncaster.
At the Stairfoot roundabout take the second exit, continuing on the A635 towards Darfield and Doncaster.
Continue on the A635 to End Roundabout and take the FIRST EXIT signposted to Industrial Estate.
This is Barrowfield Road and AMCRS is at the very end on the left.

Coming by public transport
If flying, it is best to use Manchester International airport and proceed by train to Thurnscoe station.
There is no taxi rank at Thurnscoe station, however, AMCRS is within easy walking distance.
On exiting the station turn LEFT onto Station Road. This soon becomes Lidget Lane.
Continue ahead until you can TURN RIGHT into The Windings.
Barrowfield Road is at the end of the Windings. Turn left and AMCRS is on the left at the end of the road.
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